
Stocks continued to move higher during the third quarter,

although with far less enthusiasm than during the first half of

the year. The S&P 500 increased 1.70% during the quarter and

the index is up more than 20% year-to-date. The key tenets of

the story for the market didn’t change materially, with

significant risks from trade conflicts offset by an increasingly

accommodative policy stance from the Federal Reserve. While

economic data remains generally supportive, some cracks are

beginning to appear, especially in sectors of the economy heavily

reliant on trade with China.

The Trump administration’s approach to the ongoing trade

conflict with China became more confrontational during Q3,

criticizing the Chinese for reneging on promises to buy additional

U.S. agricultural products. The ongoing democracy protests in

Hong Kong add another element of risk to an already turbulent

relationship between the two countries. The prospect of

impeachment also adds a wrinkle to the negotiations, given that

the Chinese may try to hold off on striking any deal as the next

administration may be more accommodative.

The inversion of the yield curve, which first occurred in mid-

August, pressured stocks for several weeks, as inversion is widely

viewed as a signal of a looming recession. However, we believe it

is less likely that this inversion was an indicator of likely

recession, but rather due to other global issues such as negative

rates in the EU. That said, central bank accommodation was

enough to support stocks, as the Fed cut rates by 25 bps in both

July and September, while signaling a willingness to continue

supporting the economy.
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Following a weak reading from the ISM manufacturing and services reports, the jobs report for September was

viewed as adequate, with the economy adding 136,000 jobs despite missing estimates slightly. The report was

interpreted as being supportive of further Fed accommodation through the end of the year. Going forward, the

key to growth will be consumer spending. While wage growth and low unemployment suggest the consumer

should remain confident into the fourth quarter, consumer spending may be impacted by the constant stream

of negative news headlines. The resilience of the consumer in the face of this negativity will be a key theme to

watch in the balance of the year.
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There is no doubt that earnings growth has slowed, with growth below 2% for the second straight quarter in Q2

and expectations for negative growth in Q3. That said, earnings are still expected to grow for the full year 2019

and in 2020. Lapping the benefit from tax cuts last year, currency headwinds and given macro uncertainty,

slowing growth is to be expected. Given this growth, we believe valuations in certain sectors and companies are

appealing. At AMI, we remain prudent by investing in high-quality companies positioned to outperform

regardless of the overarching economic environment.
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The source for the above graph is Bloomberg. The views expressed in this Quarterly Commentary reflect the opinion of AMI Asset Management, a registered
investment adviser, and are subject to change without notice in reaction to shifting market, economic or political conditions. The information provided here is for
general informational purposes only and should not be considered an individualized recommendation or personalized investment advice.
Certain information was obtained from third party sources, which we believe to be reliable but not guaranteed. This content was created as of the specific date
indicated and reflects AMI’s views as of that date. Supporting documentation for any claims or statistical information is available upon request.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Forecasts contained herein are for illustrative purposes only, may be based upon proprietary research and are
developed through analysis of historical public data. The policy analysis provided does not constitute and should not be interpreted as an endorsement of any
political party.
All investments carry a certain degree of risk, including possible loss of principal, and there is no assurance that an investment will provide positive performance
over any period of time. It is important to review investment objectives, risk tolerance, tax liability, and liquidity needs before choosing a suitable investment style
or manager.
The S&P 500® index is widely regarded as the best single gauge of large-cap U.S. equities and serves as the foundation for a wide range of investment products. The
index includes 500 leading companies and captures approximately 80% coverage of available market capitalization.


